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syNoPsIs

This theeis reports investigatione into the stiffae6s
of and energy roes in two aeries of prestressed concrete beans

subjected to reversing sinusoidal cycric end rotations of equal

nagnitude and directton. These rotations produced equal moments

at the ends of the beams and zero moment at the centre which led
to uniform shear along the length of the nember.

special care wa6 taken ln the manufasture of the two

series of beams to ensure eseential unifornity of the propertlee
of the beams one to another. The end rotations and the
reeultlng moments where raeasured by sui-table transducers aud

traces of the rnoment versus rotation rel-ationshJ-p were recorded
on an r-Y recorder at intervars during each test run. the
anplitude of rotation wae progressively changed during each test
to ensure a steady value of the end moments. From these

recordings the changes in end stiffness and, energy absorption.
were observed and recorded against the number of cycles of
noment applied- concrete strains near the ends of the beams

were recorded during the tests.

The enil moments were expressed as a percentage of
the rruLtimatetr uoment wbich wourd be required to fail the beams

in one reverse cycle of Loading. The moment rotatlon propertiee
of the beame were observed to change as the number of cycJ-ee



of loailing were increased, thle change being more rapid for
higher percentageo of Itultimateil noment.

The energy dlssipation was found to increaee with an

increase in the frequency of the cycric loading, rt ras
considered that the greater part of the energy dissipatlon aro6e
from the materiar. damping within the concretel At hlgher
percentages of ultimate monent, the number of cyclee sustaiaed
before fallure was found to increase when ties were inserted
around the reinforctng wires.

The results from the tests were anatysed and an attempt
made to relate the propertiee by the beans to the properties
of the component materials of the prestressed members.

A theoretical moder- was postulated with certaln
sirnplifications of the relationships of the material propertiee
and a eomputer proglan designed to sinulate qualitativery, the
behaviour of the beams testedr li non-Linear hysteretlc strese-
straln relationshlp was assumed for the concrete tn thls analyeis
which gave olmr.lar etres.-strain traces to these found Ln the
experimental analysis,




